Mid Week Geology Group (Yorkshire)
Annual Midweek Fieldtrip - Leaders Handbook
8th to 12th May 2017

Eden Valley
Kirkby Stephen Geology
Please go to the 2017 ESCAPADES summary webpage for
“The Geology around Kirkby Stephen” pdf and click there

Individual daily fieldtrip reports
Please go to the 2017 ESCAPADES summary webpage for
Individual daily fieldtrip reports pdf and click there

From Monday 8th May to Friday 12th May 2017
based at: Edenhall Country Hotel, Edenhall

Penrith,
Cumbria
CA11 8SX
Tel 01768 881454
email: info@edenhallhotel.co.uk

Website – www.edenhallhotel.co.uk

ITINERARY
Monday 8th May –
10.45 - Kirby Stephen Area – Carboniferous, Permian and Triassic rocks
Leader Bill Fraser
Evening – Issue of Trip Handbook

Tuesday 9th May –
10.00 – Cross Fell Inlier Area – Ordovician and Silurian in the Pennine
Fault Zone
Leaders David Leather and Ian Hunter
15.30 - Dufton Winery and Geology Museum
Wednesday 10th May –
10.00 - Armathwaite Area – Water laid Permian Sandstone and
Armathwaite (Clevedon) Dyke - pm FREE
Leaders David Parkin and John Williams
Thursday 11th May
10.00 – Shap Area: igneous, metamorphic and sedimentary rocks
Leaders Ian Hunter and David Leather
Evening – Malcolm’s Quiz Night
Friday 12th May
10.30 – Birkshead Gypsum Mine – Underground Visit
Leaders Peter Firby Mine Manager and David Leather
1.30 – End of Trip

Geological Time Scale
Period

Stage

Pleistocene
Triassic
Permian
Carboniferous
Devonian
Silurian

Ordovician

Wenlock
Llandovery
Ashgill
Caradoc
Llandeilo
Llanvirn

Formation
St Bees Sandstone
Penrith Sandstone
Brockram
Carb. Limestone (Visean)
Shap Granite intrusion
Mell Fell Conglomerate
Brathy Flags
Browgill Beds, Skelgill
Shales
Kiesley Limestone
Dufton Shales
Borrowdale Volcanic
Group

Absolute Age
Millions of
years
2
240
290-270
330
400
430
440
450
470

Summary of the geology of the Appleby (Eden Valley)
District
From W to E the solid geology of the area consists of four main structural units:
(See front cover and map from Versey’s ‘Geology of the Appleby District’)
1. The N.E. Edge of the Lake District.
Strongly folded Lower Palaeozoic sediments and volcanic rocks deformed during the late
Caledonian orogeny and cut by major intrusions of Devonian age (e.g. at Shap, seen on
Thursday). The main units are the sedimentary Skiddaw Group and the Borrowdale Volcanic
Group.
The regional strike is NE-SW and these formations display evidence of low grade regional
metamorphism and zones of contact metamorphism around igneous intrusions (e.g. near
Shap Blue Rock Quarry, Thursday).
2. The Penrith Basin.
This is a NW-SE trending elongated outcrop of marine and non-marine sediments ranging
in age from Lower carboniferous to Triassic (seen Monday). The sequence rests
unconformably on the older rocks of the Lake District (e.g. at Shap Wells, Thursday) and has
a regional dip to the N.E.
The Permo-Triassic (New Red Sandstone) succession shows distinctive indicators of
deposition in an arid environment (e.g. at Cowrake Quarry, visit on Thursday).

3. The Cross Fell Inlier.
This is a small inlier or “window” on the N.E. Margin of the Penrith Basin, below the
Pennine escarpment within which is seen a very complex outcrop of strongly deformed
Lower Palaeozoic sediments and volcanic rocks which can be correlated with those of the
Lake District, Wales and The Southern Uplands of Scotland. Seen on the Tuesday excursion.
The harder rocks form isolated sharp pointed hills or “pikes” (e.g. Knock Pike). The inlier is
exposed along a complex fracture zone generally referred to as the Pennine Fault.
4. The Alston Block.
This is the dominant feature of The North Pennines and comprises a rigid fault bounded
low density feature made up of flat lying Carboniferous strata resting unconformably on a
deformed basement cut by a large granitic intrusion, the Weardale Granite.

At the end of Carboniferous time (c295my) The block was intruded by an

extensive sheet of quartz-dolerite known as The Whin Sill which forms the
feature known as High Cup Nick above Dufton.

Monday 8th May Kirby Stephen Area
Leader Bill Frazer
To see a summary of the geology around Kirkby Stephen go to the first page
of this report summary and click on “the Geology around Kirkby Stephen” pdf

Tuesday 9th May. The Cross Fell Inlier.
Leaders Ian Hunter and David Leather
Purpose: to examine the Lower Palaeozoic sediments and volcanic rocks of the Cross Fell Inlier,
interpret the geological environments which led to their formation, subsequent events which have modified
them and the nature of the boundaries between the Inlier and the Penrith Basin and Alston Block.
This excursion involves a walk of ~6km following public rights of way along lanes, tracks and footpaths on a
generally rising gradient but without steep pitches. A standard of physical fitness normally expected for a
country walk of this length is required. If you are having any difficulty please make this known to the leaders.
Away from the village of Dufton there are NO amenities. Please bring a drink, packed lunch and
waterproofs.
IMPORTANT! Please ensure that you have made and understood the travel arrangements with the leaders
BEFORE leaving the hotel. This applies to all drivers and passengers as it will be necessary to share cars and
have vehicles available near Knock Pike Quarry to avoid a much longer walk!
Recommended map: OS Explorer OL19.

Itinerary:
Locality 1. Millbeck Bridge Quarry, Dufton. 685254.
Disused quarry in St Bees Sandstone. Cross-bedded fine sandstones in 30-60cm thick units with silty partings,
brick red to yellow in colour.
Locality 2 . Hurning Lane . 689254.
A viewpoint (weather permitting) from which it is possible to infer the relationships between the Penrith
Basin, The Cross Fell Inlier and the Alston Block. Try to identify breaks of slope, the ‘pikes’ and the Pennine
escarpment.
Locality 3. A sunken lane beyond Coatsyke farm. 691266.
A drainage ditch beside the track exposes grey calcareous siltstones and mudstones of Silurian age. These
are the Dufton Shales, correlated with the Coniston Limestone Group, they are poorly fossiliferous but
fragments of brachiopods, trilobites and graptolites have been found.
Locality 4. A stone wall 250m beyond Loc 3 at 691268.
The wall is built from blocks of red porphyritic microgranite with phenocrysts of pink feldspar, rounded
quartz and muscovite plates. This is the Dufton Microgranite from acid porphyry dykes of Devonian age
which outcrop nearby on Dufton Pike. (a very popular rock for testing the skills of geology students in
practical exams – challenge! - could you write a full technical description?).

Locality 5. Cosca Hill. 691273.
The main interest here is the geomorphology. Note the sand and gravel mounds on the hillside, common on
spurs running down from the escarpment.
Locality 6. Rundale Beck. 692273.
Large erratic blocks of Shap Granite indicating the direction of ice flow during the Devensian glaciation.
Locality 7. Before the footbridge over Swindale beck. 687273.
Steeply dipping Lower Palaeozoic beds strike N-S
Locality 8. Under the footbridge and in Swindale Beck.
Further Lower Palaeozoic exposures which lead to a classic section which exposes most of the Caradoc and
Ashgill stages (except the Onnian and Cautleyan).
Locality 9. Knock Pike Quarry. 687285.

A very large disused quarry worked for roadstone, this is the most extensive exposure of the Borrowdale
Volcanic Series in the Inlier.
WARNING! The quarry walls may be dangerously unstable and hard hats are advised but there is
plenty of opportunity to study boulders and fragments at a safe distance.
These are ignimbrites or welded tuffs deposited from sub-aerial turbidy flows produced by nuées
ardentes (glowing cloud) type eruptions like that which destroyed the city of St.Pierre in the Caribbean in the
early 20th century. On settling, the ash particles have sufficient residual heat to partially fuse. The rock is

pale green in colour, weathering rusty brown, with a strongly developed streaky eutaxitic texture due to the
intense compaction of included pumice fragments.
This locality is also a good viewpoint. Continue 400m to the NW to the minor road leading to
Great Dun Fell for transport back to Dufton.
The day will conclude with a visit to the winery at Keisley Town Head (708240) where there will be
an opportunity to enjoy a tea break, view an excellent display of local geology, and buy locally produced fruit
wines. Following this, time permitting, it may be possible to visit Silurian limestone exposures in disused
quarries on private land at Keisley Farm (713238).

Wednesday 10th May 2017 Rock around Armathwaite
Leaders David Parkin and John Williams
Meet at 10.00 am at a wide verge next to a gated track on a loop narrow lane next to the
River Eden near Low House 1.5 miles north of Armathwaite. Grid Ref NY 514 485.
We walk back down the road to the start of the footpath then a half mile riverside path to
the Penrith Sandstone cliff face. We return the same way.
Armathwaite lies in the Eden Valley which is a lowland basin surrounded on two sides by high fell country;
the Lake District hills to the west, the Pennines to the east. Between 260 and 200 m.yrs ago in what
geologists call the Permian and Triassic Periods, while the topography was very similar to that seen today,
the climate certainly wasn’t. We can tell this from the rock types that were deposited during this time and
structures that we find in them.
The lowland basin that was created 260mya came about as the result of movements of the crustal plates
that had been going on for the previous 100m.yrs during the Carboniferous Period. Continental collisions,
centred in S. Europe, caused land to rise and fall and the forerunners of the modern Lake District and
Pennines were forced up along major fault lines and then subsequent tension leaving a lowland basin (half
graben) between them. During this time, the part of the continent that was later to become Britain lay in the
same latitude as modern-day N. Africa and so was experiencing a desert climate.
Intense daytime heat followed by cold nights caused the rocks making up the hills (limestones, sandstones
and mudstones in the ‘Pennines’, volcanic rocks in the ‘Lake District’) to break up into a loose rocky surface,
devoid of vegetation. Infrequent but intense rainstorms washed the rock debris downhill slopes, cutting
deep gorges. Where the temporary rivers flowed out onto the lowlands they split up into an ever-changing
pattern of channels as their beds became choked with sediment forming alluvial fans; half–cone shaped
masses of sediment. At the edges of the fans, temporary lakes formed until their waters disappeared by
evaporation and percolation. The resulting rocks depended on the strength of the water currents, and are a
mixture of water-lain mudstones, sandstones and bands of coarse angular rock fragments called breccia
known locally as Brockram. During the long intervals between rainstorms the wind took over. It blew the
sand and dust sized particles off the fans and deposited them as a great dune field in the basin. The dunes
advanced across the basin blown by winds from the east, eroding and overriding ones formed earlier. In the
central part of the basin these sands are up to 300m thick but they thin at the margins where they inter-

finger with the water laid fan and lake deposits. All the rocks of the Armathwaite area belong to a formation
called the Penrith Sandstones and have a distinctive red colouration caused by haematite (iron oxide) that
cements the particles.
About 65 m.yrs ago earth movements once again lifted the whole area. These earth movements were
associated with the opening up of the Atlantic Ocean. While the rifting was centred on NW Scotland and
involved vast volcanic outpourings, some evidence is preserved in the Eden Valley in the form of a narrow
band of igneous rock intruded along a zone of weakness.
Ice was the last agent to sculpture the land to bring it to its present form. In the last 2.5 million years climatic
fluctuations have resulted in glaciers and ice sheets moving over N. Britain on at least 4 occasions. These
removed great amounts of rock from upland areas, shattering and grinding it into a wide range of particle
sizes and depositing it as an uneven layer across the lowlands as they melted. Powerful meltwater rivers
reworked much of this material sometimes depositing it as sands and gravels and fine mud where temporary
lakes were formed. As it is only 15,000 years since the last ice sheets melted, the modern processes have
had little time to modify the glacial landscape.
Bill Fraser July 2013. w.fraser@btinternet.com
Site 1- Low House Woods: The sedimentary environment of these deposits would have
been the lower part of an arid zone alluvial fan. Sediments are compositionally and
texturally very immature due to the short times & distances of transport involved.
Ephemeral rivers that created them would have achieved high velocities, been short lived
and would have been braided resulting in great lateral and vertical changes in their deposits.
Exposures of water lain deposits from the margin of the basin show a variety of rock types
and structures formed in different conditions.

Cumbria RIGS Guide: 'It is a good
example of water-laid sandstones of
the Penrith Sandstone. The section
consists of cross-bedded sands,
water-laid purple-red siltstones and
mudstones together with coarse
pebble beds containing angular
fragments of Carboniferous
Limestone and sandstone. The
patches of brockrams are filling
channels scoured by streams into the
underling sandstones'.

Cumbria RIGS s.

Siltstones and Mudstones: Very fine grained rocks; formed in very slow moving or static water. Some occur
mixed up in the sandstones and are known as ‘rip-up’ structures. The rip-up clasts are mostly muds that

would have deposited in ephemeral lakes/pools/abandoned river channel and become hard as they dried.
Flash floods would scour out new channels through earlier sediments and carry away lumps of mud which
then were deposited as lag deposits within the channels.
Curl-up structures are formed when thin layers of mud deposited in a pool/lake etc that dries up shrinks
and cracks into polygonal shapes and the edges curl up. Again, a flash flood buries them under new
sediments preserving them in the rock record.
Washouts, as the above description explains, are channels carved through earlier deposits as a result of
flash floods. They were formed when flood events carved through sun baked mud, reworking it.
Breccia: poorly sorted, coarse, angular pebbles of (mainly) limestone (some containing fossils) and
sandstone. These formed in fast flowing water.
Sandstones: Medium grained, red coloured rocks that are well bedded. Deposited from water flowing at
slower speeds than those in which breccia was deposited. Cross-bedding enables paleocurrent directions to
be determined.

On returning to our cars we return to Armathwaite and cross the bridge and park alongside the
wide road between the Fox and Pheasant Inn and the bridge –
Grid Ref NY 508460

For Site 2 – Armathwaite/ Clevedon Dyke we join the footpath at the bridge and head under the arch
heading south alongside the river Eden for half a mile to the obvious natural weir.
This is where the dyke crosses the river.
The Cleveland Dyke is the southernmost member of a swarm of east–west to WNW–ESE trending dykes
in north-east England which focus on the Mull Tertiary central complex (Fig. 1). It is the most laterally
extensive and best-exposed member of this swarm. The dyke consists of a fine-grained, porphyritic
basaltic andesite which has up to 13% normative quartz.
The dyke is associated with volcanism which took place at the Isle of Mull igneous centre in western
Scotland during the early Palaeogene Period (65 -24 mya)( part of what was previously called the Tertiary
Period) at a time of regional crustal tension associated with the opening of the north Atlantic Ocean and
which resulted in the intrusion of innumerable dykes. The Cleveland Dyke has been dated to 55.8+/- 0.9
Ma. Though generally from 22-28 m wide, in places it is up to 30 m wide and has been mapped over a
distance of 430 km. It is the most significant of a swarm of such intrusions associated with the Mull centre
which extended southeastwards through this region within a few days.
It is thought that the entire dyke comprising some 85 km3 of rock was emplaced as a single pulse of magma
over a few days, moving southeastwards from Mull but also rising vertically through the country rock, this
mechanism leading in places to the development of en echelon* segments of dyke. The dyke is composed
of basaltic andesite which is amygdaloidal in places.
The dyke has been worked for roadstone at numerous localities including Barrock Fell near Armathwaite in
Cumbria and at both Cockfield Fell and Bolam in County Durham. Setts for road construction were made
from the dyke at Langbaurgh.

There has been debate whether the dyke was actually fed from a source in Mull, or rose vertically from
subjacent mantle along a fracture system propagated from Mull. The considerable distance from Mull
(c. 370 km) and the absence of any systematic increase in thermal metamorphism around the dyke
when traced towards Mull have perhaps supported the suggestion that the magma rose vertically, but
this does require a laterally extensive magma source beneath the dyke over its entire extent, for which
there is little evidence (MacDonald et al., 1988). MacDonald et al. have made a detailed examination of
the petrology of the dyke which substantiates the earlier claims that it is extremely similar
compositionally to some of the Mull non-porphyritic central magma-type intrusions. They have also
carried out numerical modelling of the flow of magma through a dyke of this size from which they
conclude that the dyke could have been fed by lateral flow from a large magma chamber beneath
Mull, and that its emplacement could have taken place in the very short time of 1–5 days.

Not to be confused with the Whin Sill activity which
occurred 295mya when Pangea was formed

basaltic andesite

NOTES
The term 'en echelon' refers to closely-spaced, parallel
or subparallel, overlapping or step-like minor structural
features in rock (faults, tension fractures), which lie
oblique to the overall structural trend.
Extensional stresses create fractures that can infill with
calcite. When rocks deform in a brittle manner, the
fracture pore can subsequently infill with some form of
cement, such as calcite. Typicall crystals will nucleate
on the fracture wall and grow into the opening.

Basaltic andesite is a black volcanic rock containing about 55% silica. It is distinct from basalt and
andesite in having a different percentage of silica content. Minerals in basaltic andesite include
olivine, augite and plagioclase.

Amygdales form when the gas bubbles or
vesicles in volcanic lava (or other extrusive
igneous rocks) are infilled with a secondary
mineral such as calcite, quartz, chlorite or one
of the zeolites. Amygdules usually form after
the rock has been emplaced, and are often
associated with low-temperature alteration.
Amygdules may often be concentrically zoned.
Rocks containing amygdules can be described
as amygdaloidal.

Figure 1.1: Map of the British Isles, showing the
distribution of Tertiary central
complexes, dyke swarms and lavas (submarine
occurrences not shown).

As the path to Coombe Clints (Site 3) is both dangerous and has been officially closed so is not
available to view but notes are included below.
Similar features can be seen at Lacy’s Cave which can be included in a walk to Long Meg and her
Daughters (One of the largest stone circles in Britain) and Long Meg Gypsum Mine all found by
parking at Little Salkeld. See Wednesday pm option below
We return along the same route and end the morning’s session. Our afternoon is free

WIND
Sandstone

3.Coombe Clints:
High cliffs of red sandstone showing large
scale cross-bedding. The well-rounded
sand grains, the nature and scale of the
cross-bedding are all indicative of their
deposition as large desert sand dunes by
easterly blowing winds. The crescent
shaped plan of the dunes can be seen in
the rock forming the river bed if it is low.

Cumbria RIGS Guide “The long line of cliffs on the east bank of the river shows the pattern of
cross-bedding over an extended section. At least 7 cross bedded units can be recognised,
separated by erosion surfaces with some units extending laterally over tens of metres.
Immediately above the erosion surfaces the beds are flat and usually only a few centimetres
thick. When traced laterally to the right the beds thicken and assume progressively steeper
angles of dip to 30 deg. The flat beds, with their underlying erosion surface, lie above the
steeply dipping and truncated beds of lower dune remnants”

Wednesday pm option
Park at either end of the riverside walk from Daleraven Bridge Ref NY 565396 to Little
Salkeld Ref NY566362 ( 2 miles) and between these you will find:-Lacy's Caves are a series of
5 chambers in the red sandstone cliff of River Eden, just north of Little Salkeld, Cumbria,
England, near Nunnery, at grid reference NY564383.
Long Meg Mine NY 563377 is
named after Long Meg and her
sisters – an ancient stone circle
on the hill above the mine,
close to Little Salkeld. Over 5
million tonnes of anhydrite
were extracted between 1880
and 1976. The mine had a
siding linked to the Settle and
Carlisle railway, from where the
mineral was loaded for
transport to the British Gypsum
processing works. Perhaps
most fascinating of all is the
two-foot narrow gauge railway which is extensive across the site. It linked several adits with
workshops and loading bays. The remains of collapsed bridges and old wagons can still be
seen in the undergrowth. The more modern buildings feature the production and sickness
board, and close by are the larger blocked up adits, which were used by trackless excavators
and loaders.
Just north (0.75miles) of Little Salkeld you will find: Long Meg and Her Daughters NY571372 Is a Bronze Age stone circle near Penrith in
Cumbria, North West England. One of around 1,300 stone circles in the British Isles and
Brittany, it was constructed as a part of a megalithic tradition that lasted from 3,300 to 900
BCE, during the Late Neolithic and Early Bronze Age. The stone circle is the sixth-biggest

example known from this part of north-western Europe, being slightly smaller than the rings
at Stanton Drew in Somerset, the Ring of Brodgar in Orkney and Newgrange in County
Meath.
It primarily consists of 59 glacial eratic granite stones (of which 27 remain upright) set in an
oval shape measuring 340ft (100 m) on its long axis. There may originally have been as many
as 70 stones. Long Meg herself is a 12ft (3.6 m) high monolith of red sandstone 80ft (25 m)
to the southwest of the circle made by her Daughters. Long Meg is marked with examples of
megalithic art including a cup and ring mark, a spiral and rings of concentric circles.

SHAP ‘GRANITE’.
This well-known intrusion has the form of a boss just under 8 sq.km in area at surface outcrop but is
believed to be a cupola rising from a more extensive granitic batholith underlying much of the Lake
District.
The so-called granite is strictly an adamellite, taking its name from Mt Adamello in Italy, or quartzmonzonite. It is a coarse grained porphyritic plutonic igneous rock with ~equal proportions of orthoclase
and plagioclase. The pink orthoclase phenocrysts are frequently >3cm in length.
True granites have >20% quartz. True monzonites have <5% quartz and quartz-monzonites or
adamellites 5-20% quartz. The proportions, within fixed limits, of primary minerals are critical for the
classification of igneous rocks. Quartz grains are easily identifiable in coarse grained rocks by the use of a
hand lens and steel blade, giving a grey glassy lustre without cleavage and H7.
The plagioclase has an intermediate composition from andesine to oligoclase but it will be impossible
to determine this from hand specimens. Plagioclase is characterised by multiple lamellar twinning whereas
orthoclase or K-feldspar displays simple twinning which it should be possible to observe in the
phenocrysts, which also display the typical prismatic habit. Orthoclase is H6 on Mohs scale. The principal
mafic (dark) components are biotite and hornblende.
Quartz bearing or ‘acid’ igneous rocks form large volumes of the continental crust but are generally
absent from ocean basins where they account for generally no more than 5-10% of igneous materials.
Granitic magmas are generated at ~1000 C, within pre-existing continental crust at depths of ~33km. These
conditions are realised where the crust is thickened in orogenic belts under conditions of lateral
compression and the magmas are intruded into rocks which have undergone tectonic deformation. Nonorogenic acidic igneous rocks do occur e.g. rhyolites in Iceland and the Tertiary granites of the Isle of Skye
but these are thought to be derived by magmatic fractionation.
Quartz-monzonites are distributed throughout Europe, N. America, Asia and Africa and are often
associated with porphyry Cu ore deposits in the Western Cordilleras of N. America. Shap is the best-known
occurrence in the UK but notable large outcrops in the U.S. include Croydon Mountain NH, Stone
Mountain GA, Joshua Tree National Park CA and the Idaho Batholith.

Adamellite is a valuable rock due to its attractive appearance and durability. Uses include bathrooms,
countertops, decorative aggregates, floor tiles, building stone (facing stone and dimension stone), curbing,
monuments etc.
Compressive strength 175.000 N/sq.mm.

Density 2.6-2.8 g/cu.cm

Shap granite showing large
Phenocrysts of orthoclase feldspar

Thursday 11th May. The Shap & Penrith districts.
Leaders Ian Hunter and David Leather
Purpose: to examine the Shap Granite, its relationship to the Lower Palaeozoic and Upper Palaeozoic rocks
and associated thermal metamorphism. An examination of the Penrith sandstone.
Shops, toilets and catering facilities are available in Shap village and in Penrith. Toilets and catering are
available at The Shap Wells Hotel at lunchtime, Locality 3.
Meet 10.00 prompt at the quarry offices of the Shap Pink Granite Quarry just off the A6 south of Shap
village.
WARNING! There is a steep winding ascent up the quarry approach road which is not sealed but has a
good hard surface. Please be aware of heavy trucks to and from the working quarry.
This itinerary involves a visit to a working quarry. It is a H&S legislative requirement that visitors wear
hard hats and high visibility clothing at all times while on the premises. Members must bring their own
hard hats and high ‘vis’. Failure to do so will result in access being denied. The quarry is operated by a local
family business, they are not a large multi-national corporation and do not have the resources to provide
PPE for large parties. Furthermore, they are currently showing exceptional goodwill in response to
frequent requests from geologists and we have a responsibility to ensure that this hospitality continues.

Itinerary:
Locality 1. Shap Pink Granite Quarry. 555084.
The quarry affords access to excellent exposures of fresh material but particular care should be taken to
keep well away from working machinery and unstable slopes.
Note the porphyritic texture, division into light and dark varieties. The colour difference seems to be
related to the master joints, redder darker zones possibly due to Fe enrichment. Variations in the
proportion of phenocrysts may be studied.
Other features include mineralisation along joint planes. Pyrite and chalcopyrite are very common.
Quartz, barite and fluorite also occur.
Dark xenoliths can also be observed throughout the granite, most contain pink orthoclase crystals. These
xenoliths have been interpreted either as portions of a more basic deeper intrusion or as blocks of the
surrounding Borrowdale Volcanic Series which were incompletely assimilated into the magma.
Locality 2. Granite contact south of Shap Blue Quarry. 562101.
Park at just inside the entrance of the road to Shap Wells Hotel. Here the intrusive contact of the granite
can be demonstrated. Tongues and veins of pink granite penetrate the country rock which has been
extensively recrystallised to hornfels.
Locality 3. Shap Wells Unconformity. 578095.
N.B. This locality is on private property and we rely on the goodwill of the owners of the hotel. Please park
in the hotel forecourt and if you wish to use the hotel facilities it would be courteous to buy a drink. Please
do not hammer the exposure.
Upstream towards the waterfall are dark faintly laminated siltstones, with occasional pyrite nodules,
which strike NE-SW and dip steeply to the SE. They are of Silurian age.

Immediately below the waterfall is the unconformity. Silurian strata are overlain by a conglomerate
containing clasts of Shap granite. This conglomerate is interpreted as the basal bed of The Carboniferous.
Locality 4. Cowrake Quarry, Penrith. 540309.
The quarry is situated on the south facing scarp of Penrith Beacon which is formed from the relatively hard
Penrith Sandstone.
The sandstone is variable in grain size, reddish-brown and composed almost entirely of well rounded and
'frosted' quartz grains with a thin coat of hematite. In places it is friable but in others very hard due to
secondary precipitation of silica cement.
Millet seed grains, strong red colour and dune bedding, indicated by variations of the measured dip, all
support the hypothesis that the Penrith Sandstone was deposited in an arid environment.
A striking feature of the upper part of the quarry is a large slickensided vertical surface indicating that
strike slip faulting has occurred here.

Friday 12th May 2017 – Half day visit to Birkshead Gypsum Mine
Gypsum Mining in Cumbria
Gypsum (hydrated calcium sulphate) has been quarried or mined at Kirkby Thore for over 200 years. The
gypsum is ground to a powder and heated to evaporate water. Heating to approximately 160ºC drives off
a limited amount of water and Plaster of Paris is produced. The most important use of this type of gypsum
is in the production of plaster and plasterboard. Heating to above 200ºC drives off all the water to
produce the anhydrite which is used in the production of Portland Cement. More recently synthetic
gypsum (desulphogypsum) has been derived as a by-product of the desulphurisation of flue gases at coalfired power stations (Drax, Ratcliffe-on-Soar, and West Burton).
The British Gypsum plant at Kirkby Thore is a major source of plaster building materials and also hosts a
training centre for their uses. Large amounts of desulphogypsum are transported via the Settle to
Carlisle railway to Kirkby Thore for processing. This traffic is a significant factor in keeping the line
open.
In Cumbria, several gypsum/anhydrite beds occur in mudstones of late Permian age in the Vale of Eden.
Gypsum and anhydrite mining is now confined to the Kirkby Thore area, where two beds ‘A’ bed and ‘B’
bed are worked for plaster, plasterboard and cement manufacture. The ‘A’ bed is worked at the Birkshead
Mine [Long Marton NY665256], and anhydrite forming the ‘B’ bed is extracted at the Newbiggin Mine.
In the Eden Valley gypsum was also mined at Cocklakes and Cotehill, near Carlisle, and from under Long
Meg and her Daughters, near Little Salkeld. Remains of the Long Meg mine (operational till 1976),
railway sidings and Long Meg signal box can be seen along the footpath from Little Salkeld to Lacy’s
Caves.
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